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- Slit plane
- Beam
- Mass ~500kg
- Example of fixing camera
- Cut out in block for detector
- Mounting plate for fixing camera and detector
- Not in envelope!
1,5" Balls

gauge on top of chamber

1,5" Balls

flange CF40 for venting

Adjuster Z,X direction

Adjuster Y direction (height)

CF16 serviceport for mounting springloaded transl. rot to inner slit mechanism

pined centered and screwed sockets for Ø6,35mm Ballholder

M12 thread pins screwed directly into the block

Baseplate screwed to synthetic block into threated steel inlays grouted in the block

20mm thick steel plate anchored in synthetic block

[pined centered and screwed sockets for Ø6,35mm Ballholder]
mounting plate with threatened holes into
gap in block for detector